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Fig.1 HIRO OpenRTM Controller(Planned Final
Version)

1. Introduction
With the advent of open source in the robotics com-

munity, we are seeing more examples of systems be-

ing used together to get results. We have a sample RT

component that uses OpenHRP[1][2][3], OpenRTM[4]

and OpenRAVE[5], which shows what can be achieved

by combining these open source systems. In this work

we hope to show how to create basic controllers for the

dual armed HIRO robot, and what we did to create

a software controller that can move an arm using in-

verse kinematics(IK).

2. Control System
The control system of the HIRO dual armed robot

is comprised of several components that communicate

with each other over the OpenRTM middleware. The

core controller components talk to each other in real-

time. The way the components are linked is illus-

trated in Fig.1.

The Arm Control components are named ArmIK

Right and ArmIK Left and are components that must

respond in real-time. OpenHRP has a convergence

based solver that will be used in cases where an an-

alytic function does not exist. However, due to it’s

nature, convergence functions are not suited to real-

time functions.

With the added support of Collada in OpenHRP, it

is now possible to take full advantage of the ikfast[6]

component available in OpenRAVE to generate an an-

alytic IK function for most robots.

3. Method
The model required by OpenRAVE is Collada.

However, the model used in OpenHRP has tradition-

ally been VRML. With the added export Collada ex-

port capability of OpenHRP you can export a Collada

file from the original VRML data. This Collada file is

used by the ikfast function to generate a C++ source

file of the analytic IK function.

Together with the basics required to create an RTC

component for the HIRO robot, we will show how the

generated source is made into a shared library, and

loaded into the RT Component. We will also show

what is required when connecting the OpenRAVE

types with the OpenHRP types, typically used in our

control software.

4. Summary
With the added capabilities to OpenHRP, it is now

easy to create Arm control components for OpenRTM

controllers. In the future we would like to further re-

fine this component to support further different types

of Arms.
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